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Advanced Algebra (H) - Exponential Function

Every two seconds, nine babies are born and three people die. Thenet increase of three people
each secondresults in a growth in world population of 10,600 per hour, 254,000 per day, 1.8
million per week, 7.7 million per month, and 93 million per year. It is estimated that by the year
2000 it will be 98 million. Social scientists who study population often use exponential functions
to mode] the growth.

If you assumea constant growthrate, you can see that millions more people will soon beliving in
India. Enter the data into your calculatortable and find an exponential function that models this
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“Table SefSketch the graph below and find the approximate population of India in the year 2000.
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Problems:
C_

1. The population (in millions) of the People’s Republic of China wasas follows:

Year Population (In Millions)

199] 1151

1992 1168

1993 1186

1994 1204

1995 1222

1996 1240

Find an equation that modelsthis data: Via HO -< “

 

 

Use the model population equation from India and determinethe year (andnépopulation) whenthe
populations of the two countries will be about equal. a a
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2. Alad bythe name»of Jack Fum made a shrewdtrade of an undernourished bovinefora start in
a newexperimental crop, leguman magicous. With the help of his mother he planted the beanjust
outside his kitchen window. Jt immediately sprouted 2.56 cm above the ground. Contrary to C
popular Jegend,it did not reachits ful] height in one night. Being a student of mathematics and the
sciences, Jack kept a careful Jog of the growth of the sprout. On thefirst day at 8:00 am, 24 hours
after planting, he found the plant to be 6.4 cm tall. At 8:00 am on the second day,the growing
bean sprout was 16.0 cm in height. At 8:00 am on the third day, he recorded 40.0 cm. Atthe
same time on the fourth day, he found it to be ] m (100 cm)tall.

Timein days Initially After 1 day After 2 days After3 days After 4 days

Height 2.56cm 64cm 16.0 em 40.0 cm Im or 100 cm

a. Find a function that models this growth. If the pattern were to continue, what would be the

f

i}

heights on thefifth and5 days?
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b. Jack's younger brothers Phee and Fy measured the plant at 8:00 pm on the third day and found
it to be 63.25 cm tall. Showhowthis value can be found mathematically. You mayneed to
experiment with your calculator. ( .

yp KB,o At = 63, 245
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c. Find the heightthat his youngest brother Foetried to measure at 12:00 noon on the sixth day.

X26% ht = 72. (2.

d. Experiment with the equation to find the day and time(to the nearest hour) whenthestalk
reachedits final height of one kilometer (1000 m or 100,000 cm).

\t = 100,009
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3. Given that f(x) is an exponential function and the {(4) = 1229 and f(5) = 3442, give yourbest
guessfor the value of (4.5). Justify. your answer.
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